Select Cars Sheffield

142 London Road
Heeley

Tel: 01142552255

Sheffield
South Yorkshire

Web: www.Selectcarssheffieldltd.co.uk

S2 4HP

Land Rover Discovery 3 TD V6 5dr (5 Seats)

General Info
Engine:
Price:
Body Type:

Vehicle Features
2.7 Diesel Manual

5 Dr SUV
1

Mileage:

125,000

Colour:

Four Wheel Drive

£4,995

Owners:

Reg Date:

£4,995

March 2006 (06)
Silver

Vehicle Description
Silver, This vehicle will be sold with a fresh NEW MOT, a service including a fully comprehensive safety check and a full check on the
4WD and transmission system.We provide a 3month “DRIVER” warranty, with the option to upgrade to a 2 year fully comprehensive
RAC warranty that includes RAC recovery. At Select Cars we aim to provide excellent value for money, we have been trading from the
same site in Sheffield UK for over 20 years.We can source any type of vehicle in any price range from our many contacts in the
business world.We can provide delivery to anywhere in the world, we have regular and repeat customers in Zambia, Zimbabwe, Kenya,
Tanzania, Namibia, South Africa, Srilanka, Jamaica, Grenada, USA, New Zealand ,Greece, France and Germany. We provide detailed
descriptions to our export customers to enable them to confidently make the purchase without physically viewing the vehicle.We can
provide all the usual dealer facilities for our UK customers including Part Exchange, finance facilities and extended warranties. We
can also arrange delivery anywhere in the UK.We carry out our business in a polite and friendly manner.You will find that our vehicles
are very competitively priced and that they are usually the cheapest on the internet.We hold stock of seventy vehicles, we specialise
Select Cars Sheffield, 142 London Road, Heeley, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S2 4HP
Tel: 01142552255 - Web: www.Selectcarssheffieldltd.co.uk

Opening Hours: Please call to confirm opening hours.
Whilst every effort is made to represent details accurately on our Web Site, variations, errors or omissions may occur and so the information contained herewith does not constitute
an offer for sale of any particular vehicle, accessory or specification. Customers are advised to contact us to confirm vehicle features & details

